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The coordinate ring k[ U] of a unipotent algebraic group U over an 
algebraically closed field k of characteristic zero has the structure both of a 
k-algebra and a rational U-module. The former is just that of a polynomial 
algebra, while the latter can perhaps best be‘ understood in terms of the 
ascending socle series {E,(U) 1 i= 0, l,...}. The point of the present work is 
to explain the connection between the two structures by selecting 
appropriate algebra generators adapted to the ascending socle series. 
Moreover, the descriptions will be carried out in the more general context 
of prounipotent groups. 
Prounipotent groups are studied in [4], [S] and [7] (see also [6] for a 
summary). Before describing the results obtained here, we need to recall 
some notation and results from those earlier papers. If H is a prounipotent 
group over k, k[H] denotes its coordinate ring, which is a left and right H- 
module under (x . f)(y) = f( yx) and (f . x)(v) = f(xy ). The lower central 
series of H is given by C’H = H and Cp+ ’ = (H, CPH), and these are 
Zariski-closed in H when H is finitely generated. The Lie algebra of H is 
denoted Lie (H), and its lower central series is given by %?‘H = H and 
Wp+ ‘H = [H VpH]. There are free prounipotent groups in an appropriate 
sense; a conciete model of the free one on d generators is obtained by tak- 
ing the Zariski closure of the subgroup generated by 1 + xi in the group of 
units of constant term one in the formal power series algebra k(<xl,..., x~>. 
Finally, the algebra k[H] is the ascending union of the submodules defined 
inductively by E-,(H)= {O} and E,+,(H)= {flf.x-~EEJH) for all 
XEH}. 
With the above notations and definitions, we can describe the results. In 
Section 1, the algebra k[H] is described in two ways: first, as being 
isomorphic to the symmetric algebra on the subspace of the linear dual 
Lie (H)* of Lie (H) consisting of functionals vanishing on gsp Lie (H) for 
some p, and second as being a polynomial algebra on some functions wii, 
to which there are associated elements g, of C’H such that for all g E H and 
all p we have g=ZT(g~(g)li<p} (mod C p+ ‘H). These two descriptions 
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are like canonical coordinates on H of the first and second kind, respec- 
tively, in the sense of [ 12, p. 88 and p. 891. The second description is also 
like P. Hall’s Basis Theorem [S, Theorem 5.13A, p. 3431. 
In Section 2, we turn to the relations with the filtration. The principal 
result is that by choosing a basis for the canonical coordinates of the first 
kind adapted to the lower central series of Lie (H) yields a set of 
polynomial generators {fi,} of k[H] such that the products ~GJ with 
zing < p form a basis for E,(H). This has several consequences: we obtain 
a formula for the dimensions of the E,(H) in terms of the codimensions of 
the VP Lie (H), and an algebra description of the sum of all 
E,, ,(H)/E,(H). To obtain the results in this section, we first have to con- 
sider the case of free prounipotent group G on d generators. We obtain a 
vector space basis for k[G] indexed by the manic monomials in d non- 
commuting indeterminates such that the monomials of degree at most p are 
the indices of a basis of E,(G). 
Section 3 contains two applications: we show that the kernel of the 
action of H on E,(H) is C p+‘H and that the composition factors of the 
injective hull of the trivial module for a proalgebraic group with 
prounipotent radical H come from symmetric powers of the modules 
i (C’HK’ IJ+ ‘H)*l p = 1, 2,...}. 
We will need to use some facts about the free Lie algebra at several 
points. These are recalled or established here. We adopt the notation of [ 1, 
Chap. II], our primary reference for these facts, and refer to these notations 
below as our “fixed notation for free Lie algebras.” X denotes the set 
{xi,..., xd}. L(X) = L is the free Lie algebra on X [l, Definition 1, p. 1221. 
L = @L”(X) is graded and L = nL” denotes its completion [ 1, p. 1573. 
Since L” + ’ = [L’, L”] [l, Proposition 7(a), p. 1291, it follows that VpL= 
@{L”ln3p} and %‘pt=n{LnIn>p}. As a consequence, t=proj lim 
(&Ypt) =proj lim (L/%TpL). Let A(x) =A =k(zc,,..., x~) be the free 
associative algebra over k on X, which contains L [ 1, Theorem 1, p. 1361. 
Let AP(X) = AP denote the degree p homogeneous component of A, so 
A = @AP, and let A^ = 17Ap = k((x, ,..., xd)) the Magnus algebra on X [l, 
p. 1501. Then t is a Lie subalgebra of A^ [l, p. 1573. Let J=n{A’li> l}, 
so JP=n{A’Ii>p}. Then JPnL=gpL. For XEJ, the series exp(x)= 
C(n!)p’x” and log (1 +x)=C(-l)“-‘n --‘xn define elements of 1 + J and 
J, and give inverse bijections between J and 1 + J [ 1, Proposition 1, 
p. 1561. There exists a k-algebra automorphism 0 of A^ with a(~,)= 
log( 1 + xi): for each p there is a k-algebra automorphism crp of A/JP sending 
xi + Jp to log( 1 + xi) + Jp and 0 = proj lim(o,) is an automorphism of A^ = 
proj lim(A/JP). This 0 has the property that a(JP) = Jp for all p. So if L’ 
denotes the Lie algebra a(t), then WpL’ = L’n Jp. Let M,(X) = M be the 
set of manic monomials in X [ 1, p. 1361, so for QE A^, we have a = 
X{~,,,(Q) m (m E M}. The k-valued functions {bm 1 m E M} are in A*. We let 
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M,,={m~Mldeg(m)Zp}. We note that d,(J”)=O if and only if 
p > deg(m), so that #,(qpL’) = #,(Vp2) = 0 if and only if deg(m) < p. We 
record here two formulae that the d,,,‘s satisfy: 
(*) If x,y~A and m~A4 then #,(x~)=~{~~(x) bj(y)lij=m, i, 
jE M}. 
(**) If xEJand m~A4 with deg(m)=p then 
Finally, we recall that 1 + J= proj lim( 1 + J/Jp) is a prounipotent group 
[S, p. 3281. Following [ 1, p. 15 11, we call 1 + J the Magnus group on A’. 
1. CANONICAL COORDINATES 
In this section we obtain descriptions of the coordinate ring of a finitely 
generated prounipotent group H as symmetric algebra and polynomial 
algebra, analogous to the canonical coordinates of the first and second 
kind of Lie theory, as well as, in the second case, analogous to P. Hall’s 
Basis Theorem for free groups. 
We need to recall the definition of the Lie algebra of a prounipotent 
group H [4, p. 771: Lie (H) = proj lim(Lie (H/K) 1 K is a normal sub- 
pronipotent group of H of finite codimension}. The exponential maps 
Lie (H/K) + H/K induce a map exp,: Lie (H) --f H which is an 
isomorphism of pro-affne varieties and whose inverse is denoted log,. The 
inverse limit can be taken over a colinal subset, of course. We note some 
special cases: when H is finitely generated, the lower central series is colinal 
and we have Lie (H) = proj lim Lie ( H/CPH). If G is free prounipotent on 
ZJ )...) zd and xi = log(z,) E Lie (G), then, using our fixed notation for free Lie 
algebras, the identification of Lie (G/CPG) and L/VpL of [S, Corollary 2.3, 
p. 3291 gives, in the inverse limit, an isomorphism Lie (G) --f L. (Warning: 
this is not the Lie algebra map derived from the Magnus embedding 
G + 1 + J [S, Theorem 1.6, p. 3271. The latter will be considered in Sec- 
tion 2.) From the isomorphism we conclude that Lie (G)/VpLie (G) = 
L/gpL = Lie (G/CPG). In Lemma 1.1 below, we will extend this to all 
finitely generated prounipotent groups. Our final special case is the 
Magnus group, denoted 1 + J in our fixed notation for free Lie algebras. 
We have 1 + J = proj lim( 1 + J/Jp), and we can identify Lie (1 + J) and J in 
such a way that the log and exp maps for the group 1 + J are given by the 
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series for log and exp, since similar facts hold for Lie (1 + J/Jp) and J/Jp, 
compatibly for all p. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let H he a finitely generated prounipotent group, let K be a 
unipotent group, and let D: Lie (H) -+ Lie (K) be a Lie algebra 
homomorphism. Then d = exp,D log H: H + K is a morphism of prounipotent 
groups. 
Proof: First assume H is free. Since Lie (K) is nilpotent, D(Q?:” 
Lie (H)) = 0 for some p. Let L = H/CPH, let L% Lie (L) = Lie (H)/gp 
Lie (H) -+ Lie (K) be the induced map, and let P: Lie (H) + Lie (L) and 
p: H + L be the canonical projections. Then exp,B log, is a morphism of 
unipotent groups, and exp,P log, = p is a morphism of prounipotent 
groups (the equality comes from the definition of exp, via projective 
limits). Thus exp,D log, exp,P log,= exp,D log, is also a morphism. In 
general, we choose a finitely generated free prounipotent group G mapping 
onto H, via f: G -+ H, and let F: Lie (G) + Lie (H) be the induced map. 
Then exp,F log, = f, since a similar formula holds for G/CPG + H/CPH 
for all p and is compatible with the inverse limit. Now exp,DF log, = 
(exp,D log,)(exp,F log,), and we know by the first part of the proof that 
the left-hand side is a homomorphism, and we have remarked that the 
second factor f is also a homomorphism. Since f is also surjective, the result 
follows. 
COROLLARY 1.2. Let H be a finitely generated prounipotent group. Then 
Lie (H)/%‘“Lie (H) = Lie ( H/CPH). 
Proqf!f: Choose a finitely generated free prounipotent group G mapping 
onto H. Then Lie (G) -+ Lie (H) is onto, so Lie ( H),4Zp Lie (H) is a 
homomorphic image of Lie (G)/‘%‘pLie (G) and hence finite dimensional. 
Thus there is a unipotent group K with Lie (K) = Lie ( H)/qpLie (H). By 
( 1.1) there is a homomorphism d = exp,D log, : H + K when D: 
Lie (H) -+ Lie (K) is the canonical projection. So d is onto, and its kernel 
must contain CPH, and the induced map H/C”H + K induces a surjection 
Lie (H/CPH) + Lie (K) = Lie (H)/VP Lie (H). Of course, the map H -+ 
H/CPH also induces a surjection, whence the corollary. 
We will use (1.2) to describe the coordinate ring of H. We need some ter- 
minology: 
DEFINITION 1.3. Let L be a Lie algebra over k. (L)*", the n&dual of L, 
is given by (L)*’ = {f E L*: f(%TpL) = 0 for some p}. 
Note that (L)*” = dir lim( (L/%TpL)*). 
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THEOREM 1.4 (Canonical Coordinates of the First Kind). Let H be a 
finitely generated prounipotent group. Then if f E (Lie (H))*“, flog, is in 
k[H] and the map (Lie(H))*” --) k[ H] induces an isomorphism of k- 
algebras S,[(Lie (H))*“] + k[H], where S,[ ] denotes the symmetric 
algebra. 
Proof: When H is unipotent, (Lie (H))*” = Lie (H)* and the 
isomorphism log: H + Lie (H) induces the algebra isomorphism 
k[Lie (H)] + k[ H], and all the assertions of (1.4) hold in this case. In 
general, H = proj lim (H/CPH), so k[H] = dir lim k[H/CPH] = dir 
lim(S,[Lie (H/CPH)*]). By (1.2) this latter is dir lim(S,[(Lie (H)/gp 
Lie (H))*]) = S,[dir lim((Lie (H)/Vp Lie (H))*)] = S,[(Lie (H))*“]. 
To explain the name “Canonical coordinates of the lirst kind,” we 
need to first describe Lie (H) as an infinite product. Using (1.2) we 
have Lie (H) = proj lim Lie ( H)/VP Lie (H)) = proj lim ((Lie (H)/ 
VP Lie (H))**)= (dir lim (Lie (H)/Wp Lie (H))*)* = ((Lie (H))*“)*. That 
is, Lie (H) is the full dual of its nil-dual. Choose a basis (b, 1 E I} of the nil- 
dual. Then (Lie (N))*” = Okb, so Lie (H) = (@kb,)* = nk, and unwinding 
identifications we find that XE Lie (H) corresponds to the infinite-tuple 
(b,(X)). The functions {hi log 1 iE I} are then the analogues of canonical 
coordinates of the first kind [ 12, 2.10.18, p. 881. 
The nil-dual (Lie (H))*” has a canonical ascending filtration, whose pth 
term (Lie(H)),*“= {f ELie (H)*/ f(Vp Lie (H))=O}. We will need below 
to choose bases of the nil-dual respecting this filtration. It is possible to 
choose elements Y, E Lie (H) such that Y, E Vi Lie (H) and for each fixed i 
{ Yij+w” Lie (H)} is a basis for qi Lie (H)/V’+ ’ Lie (H). Then for 
XE Lie (H) there are unique elements b,(X) E k such that, for each p, 
X-C(b,(x) Y,jlidp} (mod%? pf I Lie (H)). It is now clear that { bvj is a 
basis of (Lie (H))*“. 
We can apply a similar construction to H itself; this will be our 
canonical coordinates of the second kind. We will need some notations 
regarding the associated graded objects to the filtrations of H and Lie (H) 
by their lower central series. 
DEFINITION 1.5. Let H be a finitely generated prounipotent group. 
Then gr (H) = @CPH/CP+ ‘H is the associated graded Lie algebra [ 1, 
Proposition 1 (iii), p. 1451 of H and gr (Lie (H)) = @%‘p Lie (H)/Vp+’ 
Lie (H) is the associated graded Lie algebra of Lie (H). We let Exp,: 
gr (Lie (H)) -+ gr (H) be given by Exp (x + qpf ’ Lie (H)) = exp (x) 
Cpf ‘H for x E VP Lie (H). Finally, we let b,(H) = dim (CPH/CP+‘H). 
LEMMA 1.6. Let G be a finitely generated prounipotent group. Theh 
Exp, : gr (Lie (H)) + gr (H) is an isomorphism. 
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Proof: Since grLie ( ), gr ( ), and exp are functorial in H, it is enough 
to prove the lemma for the afline quotients of H, and this is done in [S, 
Lemma 3.17, p. 3381. 
Next, we describe elements of A as infinite products. This is the analogue 
for prounipotent groups of P. Hall’s Basis Theorem [8, Theorem 5.13A, 
p. 3431. 
We recall, from [5, p. 3401, that elements of prounipotent groups can be 
raised to elements-of-k powers: if g E G and a E k, g” = exp (a log y). 
THEOREM 1.7 (Canonical Coordinates of the Second Kind). Let H be a 
jinitely generated prounipotent group. Let {g, 1 i= 1, 2, 3 ... and 1 < j< 
b,(H)} be chosen so that gj,E C’H and { g,C’+‘H[ 1 <j< b,(H)} is a basis of 
CHIC’+ ‘H over k. Thus: 
(a) Given g E H, there exist unique elements w&g) = wlie k such that 
,for all p > 1 we have g = n { g? 1 i 6 p } (mod CP+ ‘H). Moreover, 
g + w&g) E kCH1. 
(b) Given elements (vti E k ) i = 1, 2, 3,... and 1 <J< bi( H)} there exists 
an element g E G such that wij(g) = v,for all i j. 
(c) The functions { wIj 1 i = 1, 2, 3,... and 1 < J < bi( H)} freely generate 
k[ H] as k-algebra. 
Proof: Fix p temporarily and let R = H/CP + ‘H and E = Lie (R). Let 
xij=log(gij). By (1.6), {x;,+%?+’ Lie (H) } are a basis of gr (Lie (H)), and 
hence the images {XijJ i6 p} in L are a basis of L. If {fV> denote the dual 
basis of 1, then the map E: L + I? by E(X) = nexp (f&x) Xij) is bijective 
[ll, 2.10.19, p.891. Let wii=wii(g)=fii (log(gCP+‘H)). Then 
(g,CP+‘H)““‘=exp (fi,(x)Xii), as g-n(g~~li<p} (mod Cpf’H). The 
elements {will id p} were defined relative to our fixed p. The similar 
elements { wk I i< p + 1) defined relative to p + 1 must have wii= wb for 
i < p, by the bijective of E. Since wij = f,, 0 log is in k[Z?] 6 k[H], we have 
established (a). For part (b), let gp = Z7{ g? ( id p} for p = 1, 2, 3,... . Then 
g Pfl C” + ‘H = gl, Cp + ‘H, so there is an element g E H = proj lim (H/CpH) 
such that g = g, (mod CP+ ‘H) and WV(g) = uii from part (a). It follows 
from (b) that {wiij is algebraically independent. To see that they generate 
k[H], let f be in k[H]. For some p we havef invariant under CPf ‘H. In 
the notation of the proof of part (a) this means that f E k[R]. The bijec- 
tivity of E: I-+ R then means that f is a polynomial in { w0 I i < p). 
In case the group in (1.7) is free prounipotent, then the associated 
graded group is a free Lie algebra over k [S, Theorem 2.7, p. 3311. In that 
case the elements g, can be selected so that their images form a Hall basis 
[ 1, Definition 3, p. 1361. 
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2. FILTRATION 
In this section we show how canonical coordinates of the first kind can 
be chosen so that appropriate monomials in them yield bases of the 
ascending socle series on the coordinate ring. 
We recall the canonical ascending filtration on k[H]: E_,(H)= (O}, 
and for p> -1, E,(H)= (f~R[Hllf.h-f~E~_~(H) for all ~EH} [S, 
Notation 1.1, p. 3251. The E,(H), p = -1, 0, 1, 2 ,..., are left and right H 
submodules of k[H] whose union is k[H]. If B is a quotient group of H, 
then E,(a) = E,(H) n k[R]. We also have the following multiplicative for- 
mula: 
LEMMA 2.1. Let H be a prounipotent group, f E E,(H) and g E E,(H). 
Then fg E E, + ,(H). 
Proof: We use induction on p + q, the case p + q = -2 being clear. In 
general, for ~EH, (fg).h-fg=f.h(g.h-g)+(f.h-f)g, and 
f.heE,, g.heEy-,, andf.h-feEp_,, so by induction the right-hand 
side belongs to E,, ye,, and this holds for all h, so fg E EP + y. 
We will be especially interested in the case of free prounipotent groups. 
To this end we fix the following conventions, using our fixed notations for 
free Lie algebras: We let g, denote the element 1 + x, of the Magnus group 
1 + J for i = l,..., d, and we let G denote the Zariski closure of the abstract 
subgroup of 1 + J generated by {g, ,..., gd). Then G is free prounipotent on 
{g, ?..., gd} [S, Theorem 1.6, p. 3271. The inclusion G + 1 + J gives a Lie 
algebra inclusion Lie (G) -+ Lie (1 + 1). In our fixed notation for free Lie 
algebras we have previously identified Lie (G) and 2, and we have in sec- 
tion one identified Lie (1 + J) and J. Now L is a Lie subalgebra of J, but 
the identifications are nbt compatible. Lie (G), inside J, is generated 
(topologically) by log (g,), i = l,..., d. That is, Lie (G) = L’ in our fixed 
notation for free Lie algebras. 
Finally, we need to consider the functions on G coming from the 
functions { 4, ( m E M} in our fixed notation. We define d,,, =d,,,I G. If 
p > deg(m) then c+~,(%~L’) = 0, so c$~ 1 Lie (G) is in (Lie (G))*“, while d, is 
also in the image of k[ 1 + J/P’] -+ k[ 1 + J] so d, E K[G]. We proceed to 
analyze the functions 4, on 1 + J and their restrictions d, to G. Ultimately, 
we will see that the latter form a nice vector space basis for k[G]. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let m E M, with m = xin and let p = deg (m). Then: 
(a) On l+.J, ~,.gi=~m+~nand~,.gj=~,forj#i. 
(b) On G, d, E EP(G). 
(c) The functions (d,,, / m E M} are linearly independent. 
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Proof Let XEJ and h=l+x. We have q5,(gj)=q4,(1+xj)=0 for 
q # 1, xj, and if q = 1 or xj then q5,(gj) = 1. Thus by formula (*) above we 
have 4,( g,h) = q4,(h) + d,,(h). Ifj # i then xin’ # i for all n’ so, again by (*), 
d,(g,h)= d,(h). So part (a) holds. For part (b), we use induction on p: 
part (a) shows that d,,, . gj- d, is a linear combination of (d, 1 deg (n) < 
p-l} forpal, and for p = 1 d,,, . gj E k = E,(G). To prove (c), is is con- 
venient to introduce the following k-linear operators on k[G]: for 
j= l,..., d, let T,: k[G] -+ k[G] be given by Ti(f)= f. g,-f, and for 
m = x,, ,..., xi, E M, let T,,, = n{ T, ) r = l,..., j}. Suppose m and I are in M, . If 
deg (m) =deg (I) = 1, then part (a) asserts that T,(d,)=d, if I=mn and 
T,(d,) = 0 if 1 # mn for any n E M. These same statements hold for all 
m, I E M, : if m = x,m’ for some i and some m’ E M,, then T,,, = T,,, T,, so by 
part (a) T;(d,) = 0 unless 1 = x,II in which case TJd,) = dr . Then T,(d) = 
T,,.(d), and we can proceed by induction. Now suppose Ca,d, = 0, a4 E k. 
Choose r such that a, # 0 and deg (v) is maximal. For q # r and deg (q) d 
deg r, it is not possible to have q = rn for n E M. Thus 0 = T,(Ca,d,) = a,. by 
the above. So all ay = 0 and (c) follows. 
It is now easy to see that {d, 1 m E M} is a basis for k[G] over k, and to 
exhibit the coalgebra structure and filtration structure in this basis. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. (a) {d, 1 deg (m) d p > is a basis for E,(G) as a k- 
vector space. 
(b) {d, 1 m E M} is a basis for K[ G] as a k-vector space. 
(c) The comultiplication A of k[G] is given by 
A(d,,,)=C{di@d,lij=m, i,j~M}. 
(d) The antipode s of k[G] is given by 
s(d,)= f: (-l)iC(d,,...d,p/m,...m,=m,mjEM,}, p = deg (m). 
,=I 
ProoJ: By (2.2b) and (2.2~) we have {d,ldeg (m)< p} is a linearly 
independent subset of E,,(G), of cardinality 1 + d + . . . + dP. Since this lat- 
ter is the dimension of E,(G) [S, Lemma 1.3, p. 3261, part (a) holds. Since 
k[G]=E,(G), we have that {d,,,ImEM} spans k[G], so it is a basis by 
(2.2~). Part (c) is a restatement of formula (*), and part (d) follows from 
the formula (l+x))‘=C(-l)“xpforxEJ. 
Proposition 2.3 shows that the coalgebra structure of k[G] is easy to 
determine from the basis {d, I m E M}, but the algebra structure is not so 
transparent. 
In order to describe this algebra structure, it is convenient to use an 
observation made by Mitsuhiro Takeuchi: the Hopf algebra k[G] can be 
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identified with the Shuffle algebra Sh( V) (on a vector space V of dimension 
n) defined in [ 11, Definition, p. 2441, because the universal mapping of 
Sh( V) [ 11, Theorem 12.0.2, p. 2451 implies the prounipotent group H 
whose coordinate algebra is Sh( V) has the universal mapping property of a 
free prounipotent group with H/C2H = V. To make the identification 
explicit, we regard V as having basis X, so that a monomial m of degree n 
can be regarded as an element of V@ . . . 0 V (n factors), and then the 
map Sh( V) -+ K[G] is just m + d,,,. The algebra product in terms of the 
basis {d,} of k[G] is then the corresponding translation of the shuffle 
product [ 11, p. 2481. 
In Theorem 1.4 we gave a description of the algebra structure of k[G], 
which we now want to relate to the filtration structure. For this we need 
some observations on the nil-dual: 
LEMMA 2.4. Let f E (Lie (G))*n and suppose f(‘%‘p’ ’ Lie (G)) = 0. Then 
fo log E E,,(G). 
Proof We have Lie (G) = L’ contained in J and Jpi ’ n L’ = %Zp+ IL’, in 
our fixed notations. Thus (J/Jr’+ ‘)* + (L’/CP + ‘L’)* is onto, and we can 
write f  as a linear combination of d,I L’ for deg (m) 6 p. Thus we can 
assume f = q+,I L’ with deg m = q 6 p. It follows from formula (**) of the 
Introduction that fo log = (4,~ log) L’ is a linear combination of terms of 
the form rr(d,, . ..d.,) where m, . . m, = m. Let qr = deg (m,). Then 
d,, E E,(G) by (2.2b), and so by (2.1) the product belongs to E,(G). Thus 
fo log E E,(G). 
We can now establish the full relation between the algebra and filtration 
structures of the coordinate ring of a prounipotent group. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let H be a finitely generated prounipotent group and let 
elements Y, in Lie (H) be chosen so that Y, E Vi Lie (H) and for each i 
{ Yii+w+’ Lie (H)I 1 <j< b,(H)} is a basis for W Lie (H)/V’+’ Lie (H). 
Let biiE (Lie (H))*” be such that for each p and all XE Lie (H) we haue 
X-C{b,(X) Y,li<p} (mod%? p+ ’ Lie (H)), and let f ,  = b, 0 log. Then, for 
each p, E,(H) has a basis the set of all products nf $J such that Cinii d p. 
Proof: First we assume H = G is free on d generators. Since b&W:‘+ ’ 
Lie (G)) = 0, it will follow from (2.4) that &E E,(G). Then repeated 
application of (2.1) shows that a product nf? with Gin,< p is in E,(G). 
Moreover, since the b, are a basis of (Lie (G))*n, (1.4) shows that the dis- 
tinct monomials inx7 are independent. For each fixed i, the dimension of %? 
Lie (C)/%7” ’ Lie (G) is, in our fixed notation for free Lie algebras, the 
same as that of L’, which is denoted c(i) in [ 1, Theorem 2, p. 1411. That is, 
the number of distinct monomials is the sum of the coefficients of 1, t, 
t2,..., tP in Z7( 1 - ti)di’. Since this latter series is (1 - dt))’ [ 10, P.LA 4.61 
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we obtain 1 +d+d2+ ... + dP distinct monomials, which is precisely the 
dimension of E,(G) [S, Lemma 1.3, p. 3261. 
In general, we assume we have a surjective homomorphism x: G + H, 
and hence induced surjections d?t: Lie (G) + Lie (H) and gr (Lie (G)) + 
gr (Lie (H)). So we can select elements Z, E %? Lie (G), leading to a basis 
(CT,,} of (Lie (G))*“, such that dx(Z,) = Y, for 1656 dim (%? 
Lie (H)/Q? ’ Lie (H)) = hi(H) and dx(Z,) = 0 otherwise. It follows that 
bii~dz=c,, for 1 <J<b;(H) and all i. The map (Lie (H))*“-+ (Lie (G))*n 
induced by dz gives rise to a map symmetric algebras compatible with the 
isomorphisms of (1.4). Thus, if we regard k[G] as the polynomial algebra 
on {f,=c,~~)log}, k[H] can be identified with the subalgebra generated by 
{f,ll <j<b,(H,}. W e can grade k[G] by giving the generator f, the 
weight i. Then the first part of the proof shows that E,(G) has as basis the 
monomials of weight at most p. Since E,,(G) n k[H] = E,(H), it follows 
that E,,(H) has as basis the monomials of weight at most p in k[H], which 
is the conclusion of (2.5). 
We can use (2.5) to give the dimensions of the spaces E,,(H): 
COROLLARY 2.6. Let H be a finitely generated prounipotent group and 
let a,(H)=dim (E,(H)). Then n(l - t”)~hm’“‘=C(a,(H)-ai_ ,(H)) t’. 
(This result was obtained by other methods in [7, Theorem 3.41.) 
We now want to restate (2.5) in a coordinate-free manner, analogous to 
[7, Proposition 3.21. We recall that (Lie (H)),*“= {f~ Lie (H)* If(%‘p” 
Lie (H)) = O}. There are then canonical identifications of (Lie (H)/$$P+ ’ 
Lie (H))* and (Lie (H)),*” for each p, and hence identification of 
(Lie (H)),*t,/(Lie (H)),*” with (VP+’ Lie (H)/%?p+2 Lie (H)))* for each p. 
That is, given a linear functional F on qpf’ Lie (H)/%‘p’2 Lie (H), there is 
a functional f’ on Lie (H) vanishing on Yp+2 Lie (H) and inducing F on 
%?“+ ’ Lie (H), and any two such differ by a functional vanishing on %‘P+ ’ 
Lie (H). Now fo log belongs to E,, ,(H) by (2.4), and the class of fo log 
modulo E,(H) is then determined by F. We use this canonical map in our 
coodinate-free description of (2.5). (We also need to remark that, by (2.1), 
0 {E,, + , (H)/E,( H) I p 3 0 1 is a graded algebra.) 
COROLLARY 2.7. Let H be a finitely generated prounipotent group. Then 
the canonical maps (%Ypfl Lie (H)/VPf2 Lie (H))* + E,+,(H)/E,(H) for 
all p >, 0 induce an algebra isomorphism 
S,[@(%‘p” Lie (H)/% pt2 Lie (W)*l + O(E,,+ ,(WIE,(H)}. 
ProoJ This corollary is just (2.5) in disguise: we replace (gp+ ‘/%P+‘)* 
with (Lie (H)),*: 1 /(Lie (H)),*“, introduce a basis as in (2.5) and observe 
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that the filtration of the polynomial ring on b, given by declaring the 
elements of (Lie (H)),*” to have degree p, and the filtration of the 
polynomial ring on fi,. given by declaring the elements of E,(H) to have 
degree p, are the same by (2.5), taking into account the isomorphism 
of (1.8). 
3. APPLICATIONS 
In this section we determine the kernel of the representation of a 
prounipotent group on the terms in its socle series, and we also obtain 
some information about the simple composition factors of the injective hull 
of the trivial module for a pro-affine algebraic group. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let H be a finitely generated prounipoten t group. Then for 
p 2 0, the kernel of the representation of H on E,(H) is Cp + ‘H. 
Proof: H acts on E,(H) by left translation, and CP+‘H acts trivially: 
this is [S, p. 3291 for the free case, and if H is regarded as a homomorphic 
image of a free G then CP+ ‘G 1 E,(H) = CPf ‘H 1 E,(H) = (0) since 
E,(H) E E,(G). It follows 
Ep(H/CPtlH), 
that p + ~y~;l~~J~‘,:~~efQfa; +y; 
so we may assume C { 
faithful module. By (2.6), E, has as a basis certain products l-If? suci that 
Cinii < p. By induction, we can assume that the kernel of H on E,- 1 is 
CpH. Thus the kernel of H on E, is contained in CpH, which is central 
since Cp+‘H= {O}. If x=exp ( ) X is in CPH and y = exp (Y) is in H, then 
log (xy) =X+ Y, since x is central, so (x.fy)(y) = b, (log (xY)) = 
b,(X) +fi,(y), so x.L~=A~+ b&log (x)). It follows that x.fii=fii for i-c p. 
Thus x acts trivially on all basis elements of Ep except possibly {f,,>. (This 
also follows from the inductive step.) If x. fpj = f, for all j, then b,(X) = 0 
for all j. Since XE%‘~ Lie (H), the equation X= C{b,(x) Y,I i< p} 
(modP+ ‘) then implies X= 0, or that x = e, completing the proof of (3.1). 
It is interesting to consider what (3.1) means on the Lie algebra level, in 
the case H is (finite-dimensional) unipotent. Then (3.1) says’that the kernel 
of the derived representation Lie (H) + End (E,(H)) is Wp+ ’ Lie (H). This 
representation is via Lie (H) acting as derivations of k[H], which we 
choose to be left invariant, as in [S, p. 3291. The image of Lie (H) then 
lands in End,(E,(H)). Using [7, Lemma 2.31 and [7, Example 1.83 one 
sees that the induced map on the universal enveloping algebra 
U(Lie (H)) -+ End,(E,(H)) is surjective with kernel Zp+ ‘, where Z is the 
augmentation ideal of U(Lie (H)). Thus (3.1) implies the familiar formula 
ZPC1nLie (H)=epC1 Lie(H). 
To apply (2.7) to pro-algebraic groups, we need some notation, and 
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some facts. Regarding the latter, we have only summarized the results, with 
proof hints, to save space. 
We let A be a pro-affine algebraic group in the sense of [3, p. 11271. 
Then A is a semi-direct product of its prounipotent radical H and a 
proreductive group P [3, Theorem2.2, p. 11351. Let E=k[AIP= 
{flf..x=ffor all x~P}. Eis aleft A-module, and it can be seen to be the 
injective hull of the trivial A-module k, via the isomorphism 
Hom,( U, E) + Hom,( V, k) which holds for all A-modules V. We can also 
identify E and k[ U] via the map @ which sends f to f 1 H. We have 
@(h.f)=h.@(f) for hi H and @(y.f)om(y), where cc(y)(x)= y-‘xy, for 
)’ E P. From this it follows that @- ‘(E,,(H)) is an A-submodule of E, and 
thatfgP’(E,) if and only if h.f-fEF’(E,_,) for all ~EH. We use 
these remarks in the proof of (3.2): 
THEOREM 3.2. Let A he a pro-affine algebraic group whose prounipotent 
radical H is finitely generated. Let E denote the injective hull of the trivial A- 
module, and let {s,(E) I i = -1, O,...} denote the ascending socle series of E 
(i.e., s-,(E)=0 and s !+ ,(E)/si(E) is the socle of E/si(E)). A acts on H via 
conjugation, and hence on @ { CpH/Cpt ‘H}, and we have an isomorphism 
&CO{CPH/CP+‘HI ~3 I>1 + @{~,+,(E)ls,(E)I ~3 -1). 
In particular, any simple composition factor of E occurs as a summand in a 
sum of symmetric powers of { CpH/Cpi ‘H 1 p 3 1). 
Proof An A-module is semi-simple if and only if H acts trivially on it. 
It then follows, in the notation and discussion preceding the theorem, that 
s,(E) = @.-. ‘(E,(H)). The theorem then follows from (2.7) and (1.6). 
The pro-algebraic hull A(T) of a discrete group r [3, p. 11401 is a pro- 
affine algebraic group, and if r is polycyclic then A(T) has a linite-dimen- 
sional prounipotent radical [9, Theorem 3.5, p. 121. Thus (3.2) applies; if f 
is not nilpotent then the action of A on gr (H) is non-trivial, so it follows 
from (3.2) that there are infinitely many different isomorphism classes of 
simple composition factors of E. This result is found in [2, Theorem 2.3.2, 
p. 3461. 
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